Stereotactic neurosurgery and computerized tomographic scanning.
The marriage of computerized tomographic (CT) scanning and stereotactic surgery opens up new technical possibilities, as it becomes feasible to introduce a probe into any lesion which is identified on a CT scan. The various CT stereotactic techniques are reviewed, and generally involve four variations. The head holder of a standard stereotactic apparatus can be adapted to the CT scanner to interdigitate the coordinates of both devices in a known relationship. Second, some types of CT scanners allow the visualization of the vertical coordinate. Third, a stereotactic microdrive can be incorporated into the scanner. Finally, a simple aiming device can be attached to the patient's head and repeated scans taken as the probe is advanced to the target. Various authors have reported the use of techniques for biopsy, aspiration of cysts or hematomas, insertion of radioisotopes, or as an adjunct to open surgery.